
Welcome to Fermilab!
Why Quantum?
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Fermilab Theoretical Physics Div. 



Welcome to Fermilab’s QCIPU!  The 3rd annual, 1st in person!



Outline:
I’m Roni.  

Flash Survey on who y’all are. 

What is Fermilab all about? 

Why is Fermilab interested in Quantum and QIS? 

What can quantum do for us? 

What can we do for quantum?



Intro
I’m Roni. I work in the Fermilab Quantum theory Department (and at SQMS).  

Originally from Israel. Did my undergrad there. 

Grad school was in the US. 

After 10 years in the bay area, I moved out here. 

I like traveling (with my family),                 ,  hiking … 

… and being a mentor on my kids’ high school robotics team. Go Huskies!! 



Intro
There will be introductions, but, show of hands: 

Who is a rising Senior? Junior? Sophomore?… 

Who took a class in quantum mechanics? Not required. 

Who is studying in the east coast? west coast? the south? midwest? 

…



PARTICLE PHYSICS

We are Curious!!!
What is everything made of? 

What are the basic degrees of freedom? 

What rules do they follow?

What does the Universe contain? 

What is its history? 

Look small

?

Look big
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?flavor… ?hierarchy problem

? 
ν’s

? 
SU(3)xSU(2xU(1)…

Is there anything else? Could that be the dark matter? 

Can we learn more about cosmic history?   

The Standard Model 
(of particle physics)

The Standard Model 
(of cosmology)

+ Gravity

??
??

?? 
Matter-anti-matter



Accelarators, colliders, 
detectors, neutrino experiments, 
cosmic rays…

=



Colliders & Fixed target
A naive way to figure out what stuff is made of - smash it at something!!

LHC, Tevatron, …



Neutrino
Neutrinos go through everything!



Telescopes, observatories, CMB, 
x-ray, gamma-ray, radio, direct 
detection experiments…

=



Cosmic Observation
Telecopes, broadly defined:

CMB (microwave)

Gamma-ray



Dark Matter
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PARTICLE PHYSICS

+ + +

Particle physicists are pushing on the computing edge!



Why Quantum?
If you gave us a quantum computer, 

what would we compute?


Can we detect something new with a 
quantum device? 



Qubits
A bit is a building block of information. A binary unit.   0 or 1. 

A qubit is a quantum system that can be in either of two states, or in any 
superposition! 

Can be: 

• Superconducting circuits 

• Atoms 

• Ions 

• … Going for bits to qubits changes the rules of the game!


(You will learn about Shor/Grover algorithms)



Quantum Simulation
We would like to simulate 
particle physics processes. 

Perturbation theory does not 
always work!

Feynman: “Nature isn't classical, dammit! and if you want to make a simulation of 
nature, you'd better make it quantum mechanical, and by golly it's a wonderful 
problem, because it doesn't look so easy.”

Neutrino

Nucleus



Quantum Simulation

But why should we make it quantum mechanical? 

Here is a reason: Simulating a quantum system evolving in time is numerically hard! 

A “sign problem”
<latexit sha1_base64="i55Lu7KtQMIa78EybdDuejjhDRM=">AAACCnicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfqx69jAYhucRdCepFCIrgMYJ5QHYNs5OJGTL7YKZXCEvOXvwVLx4U8eoXePNvnE32oIkFDUVVN91dXiS4Asv6NnILi0vLK/nVwtr6xuaWub3TVGEsKWvQUISy7RHFBA9YAzgI1o4kI74nWMsbXqZ+64FJxcPgFkYRc31yH/A+pwS01DX3nUhxXIIyPsfsLuH4Co6cgUfkGKdOySp3zaJVsSbA88TOSBFlqHfNL6cX0thnAVBBlOrYVgRuQiRwKti44MSKRYQOyT3raBoQnyk3mbwyxoda6eF+KHUFgCfq74mE+EqNfE93+gQGatZLxf+8Tgz9MzfhQRQDC+h0UT8WGEKc5oJ7XDIKYqQJoZLrWzEdEEko6PQKOgR79uV50jyu2CeV6k21WLvI4sijPXSASshGp6iGrlEdNRBFj+gZvaI348l4Md6Nj2lrzshmdtEfGJ8/0/eYdg==</latexit>

 (t) = eiEt/~ (0)

Rapid oscillation!

A quantum system will keep track of this inherently



Quantum Simulation
What would we simulate? 

For example, some day, Hadronization 

Neutrino interacting with a nucleus. 

Processes in the early Universe



Quantum Sensors
Feynman: “Nature isn't classical, dammit! and if you want to make a simulation of 
nature, you'd better make it quantum mechanical, and by golly it's a wonderful 
problem, because it doesn't look so easy.” 

Why is it so hard? 

Because a quantum state is VERY sensitive to environmental disturbance.

It makes for a great sensor of small effects.

e.g. Dark matter? Gravity waves?
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Example of a quantum computer concept: a box for photons. 

Assume we can control and count the number of photons!
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Counting Photons
Example of a quantum computer concept: a box for photons. 

Assume we can control and count the number of photons!

0 photons

1 photon

Superposition of 
0 and 1 photon
…

This is a qubit!                                             
We can use it to do quantum 

computation!

This is a dark matter detector!                                             
We look for DM that converts 

to a photon!                       
(axions, dark photons, etc)
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Cavities
“Boxes for photons” are called cavities. 

Cavities are very useful, have been for 
decades, to build particle accelerators! 

Fermilab is a world leader in 
superconducting cavities 

In fact, cavities are more than qubits!

0, 1, 2, 3, 4,… photons. And suppositions! 

qudits!



Atom Interferometers
Superposition allowed for more cool stuff. 

E.g. atomic clocks: am atom in a superposition of quantum states can keep time!
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| 1i+ ei�Et/~| 2i

MAGIS 100, under construction, will look for gravity waves!


(The distance between clocks oscillating…)



In summary
Fermilab is about figuring out the Universe! 

• What’s stuff made of? 

• How did it come about? 

Quantum computing and sensing can play a big role in answering our questions! 

Its a fascinating field. 

Enjoy it!


